Knowledge of the parameters of any two of milk production, constituent production, and constituent percentage can be used to find the parameters pertaining to the third. Eisen (1) presented formulae giving these relationships, the formulae being based on the delta approximation presented in Kendall and Stuart (3) . Alternative formulae are presented here, these being based on known expectations of the products of two, three, or four normally distributed variables. The case of milk production, milk fat production, and milk fat percentage (test) is used as an illustration.
The mean of milk fat production can be found
as :
E(f) = E(mt),
= o',., +/s~/~ o [1] in which f is milk fat production, m is milk production, t is test, ~,~, is the covariance (phenotypic or genetic) between milk and test, t~ and t~ are the means of milk and test, respectively, and E denotes expectation. The covariance between milk and milk fat,
E(mtm) can be deternfined from the known expectation of the product of three normally distributed variables. The expectation of three variables, say x, y, and z, can be found as :
Therefore, the covariance between milk and milk fat is :
=/x,~o-,,,, + t~ 2.
[2]
The variance of milk fat production, ~t ~, is
The expectation of the product of four normally distributed variables, say w, x; y, and z, is found as :
Therefore, the variance of milk fat production is :
4 ,~,,, .
[3]
This formula is the same as that presented by Goodman (2) for the variance of the product of two variables in the particular case that the two variables are normally distributed. This assumption of normality is examined later. If the parameters for milk and milk fat production are known, the parameters concerning test can be found by algebraic rearrangement of Equations [1] to [3] . The mean for test (/x,) can be found by noting that from [2] : 
Rearrangement of Equation [3] gives:
which can be obtained once the values of Equations [4] and [5] have been determined. The validity of these formulae is dependent on the assumption of a normal distribution of milk and test or in general of the variables whose product is the third characteristic. The importance of the assumption of normality is examined by comparisons with simulated data. One of the variables in the product is considered to be the ratio of two normally distributed variables, which is approximately the ease for test. This variable thus does not have a normal distribution.
Estimates of the phenotypie and genetic variances of test and correlations between milk and test from simulated data are compared (Tables 1 and 2 ) to the parameters determined by the delta approximation and to the parameters determined by the formulae described above. For each combination of phenotypic milk and milk fat standard deviations, milk and milk fat means and phenotypie correlation between milk and milk fat, 10,000 values for milk production and milk fat production were simulated. From these sample values estimates of the phenotypic mean and variance of test and the phenotypic correlation between milk and test were determined. Corresponding values for the mean and variance of test and the correlation between milk and test were determined by the delta approximation method and by the formulae just presented by substitution of the parameters concerning milk and milk fat production for that particular combination. In the expectation method computations the covariance between milk and test was found according to Equation [5] and then the correlation was determined. The parameters concerning milk and milk fat production used represent the present situation with some allowance for variation. The procedure was then repeated for combinations of genotypic parameters concerning milk and milk fat, to generate data from which the geno- a Mean for milk (gr), mean for milk fat (~P), standard between milk and milk fat (r~P). The means for milk fat Standard deviation of milk is held constant at 1,134 kg.
J. DAIRY SCIENCE VOL. 51, NO. 11 deviation of milk fat (¢r), are 3.6 and 3.8% of each and correlation mean for milk. a Mean for milk (~), mean for milk fat (~y), standard deviation of milk fat (~), and correlation between milk and milk fat (r~p). The means for milk fat are 3.6 and 3.8% of each mean for milk. Standard deviation of milk is constant at 567 kg. Genetic variances for milk and milk fat are one-fourth the phenotypie variances.
typic mean and variance of test and genotypic correlation between milk and test were estimated.
The means determined by the formulae appear to be quite close to the sampling estimates of the means. The calculated variances, particularly the phenotypic variances at low mean levels of milk production, are lower than the sampling estimates. The ratio of expectation method variances to sampling estimates appears to be lower than the ratio of delta method variances to sampling estimates, although only slightly so. The ratios of calculated variances to sampling estimates change with changes in the known parameters. The phenotypic and genetic correlations calculated by both the expectation and delta method are quite close to the sampling estimates, the closeness depending on the magnitude of the known parameters.
